
With regards to us, following articles of the UDHR are being violated

Article 2 - I and others are being made to believe that Chris' rights, my rights, the rights of my daughter are 

being legitimately violated because of my family of origin. As an American citizen, this also appears to be a 

violation of the 14th Amendment.

Article 3 - Our right to life, liberty, security, etc are grievously violated. We are surrounded by killers armed 

with frequency-based radiation (aka directed energy or electronic) weapons as well as being constantly tracked 

by drones and by members of the community (likely working unlawfully with law enforcement) through our 

phones and through implanted wireless devices. Our medical care is clearly also being directed by an organized 

crime network. 

Article 4 - Our position is equivalent to slavery as we are being heavily exploited or "mined" for ideas as well as

being used and experimented on medically and sexually by a number of industries, especially the entertainment 

business. Their intent seems to be to exploit and then assassinate us, and to continue exploiting and 

assassinating. They are behaving as if exploitation and assassination is their right.

Article 5 - I am regularly tortured via a covertly placed medical body area network and via electronic weapons 

systems. Assaults and trafficked materials are designed to be cruel and degrading.

Article 6 - We are treated as objects (dolls) or pets.

Article 7 - We are heavily discriminated against and not being afforded legal protections.

Article 8 - We are are being refused remedy under the law.

Article 9 - We are effectively being subjected to arbitrary detention and this has been going on for at least 7 

years with no end in sight.

Article 10 - In have been given the impression that we've been accused of crimes but this has never been said 

directly to us and we have never had the opportunity to face our accusers, to be presented with evidence against 

us, and to defend ourselves from specific accusations.

Article 11 - We've been detained indefinitely and for unknown reasons. Access to counsel has been blocked in 

various ways including the "cookie" system of bribery and implied threats of violence for anyone defying the 

omertá

Article 12 - Libelous attacks and interference with our privacy, family life, and correspondence has been 

constant and done with intent to harm us or to get us killed.

Article 13 - When I had a vehicle and the ability to travel, I was followed, harassed, and harmed.

Article 14 - It shouldn't have to come to this - seeking asylum in another country - but it's clear we couldn't do 

this if we wanted to due to the breadth and influence of this crime network.  



Article 16 - Our right to marry has been violated by family members on behalf of organized crime.

Article 17 - Our right to own material and intellectual property has been violated via sabotage, theft.

Article 18 - This group uses violence and bribery as well as mind control to force ideas, a bizarre sex and death 

cult, and omertá on everyone worldwide

Article 19 - omertá and the violence used to enforce it has a profoundly chilling effect on free expression 

Article 20 - Only adversarial people with ill intent are allowed close contact with us or even to mention or 

promote us in anyway. 

Article 21 - Our access to public service is controlled

Article 25 - Due to blacklisting and theft, we've been left destitute and at the mercy of organized crime. 

Financially, we can't move out of our home even though the conditions here are deadly.

Article 26

Article 27

Article 28 I believe this crime group has infiltrated governments in many countries and the UN is doing nothing 

to prevent or counter this. The United States has all the necessary laws in place to set a positive life-affirming 

example here – but existing laws must be enforced while secret unconstitutional  “laws” must be discarded.

Article 29

Article 30


